In this paper, we introduce an hybrid time-frequency/support vec tor machine algorithm for the detection of abrupt spectral changes. A stationarity index is derived from support vector novelty detec tion theory by using sub-images extracted from the time-frequency plane as feature vectors. Simulations show the efficiency of this new algorithm for audio signal segmentation, compared to another nonparametric detector.
INTRODUCTION
Abrupt changes detection is a common but difficult signal process ing task. Ty pical app lications are vibration monitoring [1,2] or music transcription [3] . Strong theoretical results hold in the case of known statistical models of the data [1], however, some real-life systems are difficult to model accurately and model-based statis tical techniques are useless in such cases. One needs then resort to nonparametric data analysis techniques, together with nonpara metric abrupt change detection algorithms.
The new method presented in this paper addres ses nonparamet ric situations and focuses more specifically on spectral abrupt change detection, with an application to audio processing. Since detect ing abrupt spectral change involves both time and frequency, a natural nonparametric framework is given by Cohen's class Time Frequency Representations (TFRs) [4] . These representations pro vide an unQerstandable description of the signal energy content, especially for vibration signals which are composed of spectral components. In this representati on space, abrupt changes are char acterized by the abrupt beginn ing/ending of one or several spectral components at a given time, as demonstrated in [3] where an em pirical TFR-based abrupt change detector is derived Another ma jor advantage of Cohen's class is that the TFR itself can be adapted to a specific situation by choosing a convenient TFR kernel as [5] show in the context of signal classification.
TFRs provide an intelligible representation space, yet they do not provide a detection algorithm. The statistical properties of an arbitrary TFR being intractable, nonparametric detection algo rithms are necessary. Kernel techniques ! such as Support Vector Machines ·(SVMs) are among the most powerful nonparametric tools for classification, regression and novelty detection [6] . Sup port vector novelty detection consists of deciding whether a vector (e.g. the current observation) is abnormal or new, compared to a set of so-called training vectors (e.g. a set of past observations). In this paper, we present a hybrid TFRISVM abrupt change detector. The efficiency of these hybrid methods has already been shown for signal classification [7] . and we adopt a similar approach here to novelty detection. This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes a generic TFR-based abrupt change detector. Support vector novelty detec tion is exposed in Section 3, and Section 4 presents results ob tained with audio signals. Finally, some conclusions and reseach directions are given.
A GENERIC TFR-BASED DETECTOR
The detection algorithm we propose relies on the computation of a stationarity index I[k] characterizing the level of spectral changes in the signal y[k], where k denotes the discrete time. Then. at each time k, the stationarity index I[k] is compared to a decision threshold '1/, and an abrupt change is detected whenever I(k] > '1/.
Assume that a set Xk of vectors XAo-i, i = 1, ... ,m is avail able, with each vector XAo-i characterising the spectral contents of the nonstationary signal at time k -i. More precisely, the vec measures the nonstationarity of y[k], and can be used to detect abrupt spectral changes. This strategy was initiated in [3] , where the feature vectors were extracted from the Cohen's class time frequency distribution of y [k] . However, in [3] the stationarity index was based on time-frequency distance measures, which have been shown to be overperformed by SYMs [7] .
In continuous time t and continuous frequency f, Cohen's class TFRs are defined as the convolution of the Wigner-Ville TFR W., of the signal yet) with a TFRkernel <p [4] :
The TFR kernel <p completely defines the TFR, and its shape can either be chosen from heuristics (e.g., the spectrogram), or result 0-7803-7402-9/021$17.00 ©2002 IEEE
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from an optimization procedure [5] . In the following, we consider discret�d TBU [8] , denoted Ct[k, n], where n is the discrete frequency (there are N frequency bins in [0, 0.5D.
Cohen's class TFRs characterize the spectral. energy content of the signal at a given time, and provide therefore natural feature vectors xlI[i], i = 1, .. . ,m. Namely, once the kernel r/J is se lected, the feature vector is a subimage of width T � 1:
where (i = 1, . .. ,N, j = 1, .. . ,T) and x,,[l] denotes the loth component of the vector x". The corresponding detection algo rithm depends on the parameters 1'/, T and r/J which can be easily tuned as shown in Section 4. The decision function gx. (x,,) is now derived from SVM novelty detection theory.
SUPPORT VECTOR NOVELTY DETECTION
Support vector novelty detection is a specific class of SYM algo rithms [6] , which have been succefully applied to, e.g., jet engine pass-off tests [2] . The objective of novelty detection is to decide whether a given vector is similar to a set of training vectors (as sumed to be ''normal'' or ''non-novel''), or not.
Suppose a set of training vectors X = {Xl, ... , Xm} is avail able in a so-called input space, denoted n. Each Xi is supposed to be a ''normal'' vector. Given a vector x, we want to derive a fuction fx(x), such that
This definition of fx{x) requires "similar" and "not similar" to be precisely defined; this is the aim of support vector machines.
Imagine {Xl, . .. ,Xm} are samples distributed according to some underlying probability distribution P. What we really want to know is whether X is distributed according to P (x is normal), or not (x is abnormal). A simple solution consists of determining a region R of the space n that captures most of P probability mass, namely, R is such that iR P(dx) � 1. The detection function is then such that /x(x) > 0 if x e R, and /x{x) < 0 otherwise.
A solution to estimate the region R (or its bounding hypersurface) consists of fitting a SYM kernel k(x" x) on the support training vectors Xi, with a certain weight ai as depicted in Fig. 1 . The weighted addition of the SVM kernels E� l aik(xi, x) defines a hypersurface (see Fig. 1, middle) , and the region R is such that: SYM kernel is selected, one needs to determine the parameters 0;, i = 1, ... , m and b such that the region R actually captures most of P probability mass. However, additional constraints ensuring that the bounding hypersurface of R is simple have to be consid ered, in order to limit over-training. By mapping the vectors into a dot product space, support vector machines provide a simple solu tion through an optimisation problem.
Optimisation In a dot product space
SYM kernels such as in Eq. (4) have the following property: there exists a so-called feature space E, endowed with a dot product denoted < .,. > and a mapping c) n t-+ E such that k(x, y) = < c)(x), c){y) > (this is because RBF kernels satisfy Mercer's conditions [6D. In the following, we denote Xi = c)(Xi), i = 1, ... ,m and:£ = c)(x). In the feature space, the training vectors are distributed by an underlying distribution pi (related to P by the mapping c), and the problem is again to determine a region R' of £ that captures most of this distribution probability mass.
Since l I :£ill 2 = k(x" Xi) = I, for all i = 1, . .. , m, the train ing vectors :£, in E are located on an hypersphere centered at the origin of E with radius 1. In E, the training data are located on a portion of the hypersphere as depicted in Fig. 2 , and can be sep arated from the rest of the space E by a hyperplane p(w,b) pa rametered by the vector w and the distance to the origin b/llwil. The parameters w and b need now be computed such that the re gion It is the part of the sphere that is bounded by p(w, b), and this is done by maximizing the distance b/llwil from the origin, under the constraint that all the training vectors are located on the Minimise �lIwll2 subject to < w, Xi >� b, i = 1, . .. , m (5)
Theoretical results [6] state that the optimal hyperplane p( w, b) ex ists and is unique. The training vectors located on both the hyper sphere and the hyperplane are called su pp ort vectors. Note that in the feature space, the hypersurface bounding It is simple, which limits over-training.
Soft margin novelty detection
In many situations, the training set may contain a small number of abnormal vectors, and the optimal hyperplane should be positioned such that these vectors are located between the origin and PC. w, b).
In this case, all the training vectors may satisfy
where {ei} are so-called slack variables, which allow for some abnormal vectors. However, in order to control the number of such vectors, the objective function ofEq. (5) becomes
where v is a parameter than tunes the number of possible abnormal training vectors, whose properties are summ arised in the following theorem [6}:
i. v is an upper bound for the fraction of outliers;
ii. v is a lower bound for the fraction of support vectors;
iii. Suppose the training vectors were sampled independently from a distribution P which does not contain discrete com ponents. Suppose, moreover, that the SVM kernel is ana lytic and non-constant. Then, with probability I, asymptot ically, v equals both the fraction of support vectors and the fraction of outliers Standard calculations [2] show that the optimization problem of Eq.'s (6) and (7) is equivalent to minimizing (8) subject to the constraints E:'l ai = 1 and 0 � ai � 1/vm for all i = 1, . .. , m. Once the dual variables are computed (using, e.g., the Loqo algorithm in Vanderbei [9] ), the decision function becomes:
which gives the connection with the input space, since < Xi, X >= k(Xi, x). Finally, one has the decision function of Eq. (3) with b = E:'l aik(xi,Xj) where j is chosen in 1, .. . ,m.
Interpretation -Comments
As can be seen, the weights ai can be optimally computed by"lin earizing" through the use ofSVM kemels. Moreover, the mapping � does not have to be calculated ex p licite/y, since only k appears in the key equations. The simplicity of the bounding hypersurface in {} is a consequence of the simplicity of the decision hypersur face in e. Note finally that b can be seen as a scale factor, and we propose the decision function gx,. (x,,) in Eq. (1) to be:
The SVM optimisation procedure is repeated for each time sample. In our present. implementation, the optimisation is run at each time instant, but a faster strategy consists of simply updating the ai, i = 1, ... ,m at each time, since one vector is removed from the start of X" and one is added to the end
APPLICATION TO AUDIO SIGNAL SEGMENTATION
The abrupt spectral change detector presented in this paper is well adapted to audio signals. More precisely, musical records as well as human voice are composed of one or several fundamental fre quencies and corresponding sets of harmonics, which are inter preted as spectral components in the time-frequency plane. Fig. 3 represent the audio signal of a classical guitar playing alone, and Fig. 4 corresponds to a jazz band (bass guitar, electric guitar and drums). In addition to the new detector, the TF distance measure based detector presented in [3} is also implemented for compari son.
In these simulations, we selected the spectrogram �P[k, nJ with Hamm ing window (6.8 ms), which is a correct compromise be tween time and frequency resolutions. In order to enhance high frequencies, the detector is applied to (�[k, nJ)°·05. The tuning parameters have been chosen to rough values: the window width is T = 0.23ms, and the SVM parameters are m = 50, (f = 0.05, and v = 0.2. Fig. 3 displays the index computed from the spec trogram of the guitar signal, as well as the index computed with the algorithm of [3] (in this latter method, the subimage width is T = 1.18ms so that both methods use the same amount of TFR information). The SVM-based index shows sharper peaks located at the exact change times (determined by an experienced listener), whereas the index of [3] misses most of the changes. Moreover, all the time changes are found, and located at accurate times. The computational load is about 30 times higher with the SVM tech nique than for the TFR-based technique, but note that we have not implemented the most efficient SVM strategy. Moreover, the SVM optimisation procedure is implemented in Matlab, whereas the TF distance computation used in [3] is implemented in C. does not involve all the spectral components and it is more difficult to detect. This kind of changes are generally correctly detected by our algorithm. The TF distance measure-based detector also per forms statisfactorily, but the time accuracy is lower compared to the SVM-based detector, since it requires wider subimages. A nar rower subimage would improve the detector time accuracy to the detriment of its smoothness.
CONCLUSION
The new abrupt change detector presented in this paper is derived from time-frequency representations together with support vector machines. This combination of tools is, again, proven efficient for nonparametric decision problems involving nonstationary signals.
Future research directions will consider optimisation of the de tector parameters by using a database of expertizcd (i.e., pre seg mented) audio signals, as well as sequential optimization of the support vector parameters.
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